
TECHNO INDIA GROUP PUBLIC SCHOOL 

CLASS - IX 

SUBJECT: SOCIAL SCIENCE 

TOPIC: INDIA- SIZE AND LOCATION 

 

1 MARK QUESTIONS: 

 

1. What is the longitudinal and latitudinal extension of India? 

2. Name the island group of India lying in the Arabian sea. 

3. Which is the southernmost latitude of India? 

4. Define Strait. 

5. Write the total length of the coast line of the mainland of India including its 

island. 

6. Which places in India experience sunrise first and last respectively? 

7. Which longitude represent the standard meridian of India? 

8. Why has India selected a standard meridian of India with an odd value of 

82º30´E? 

9. How many states does India consist of? 

10. How many union territories does India consist of? 

11. Name the place said to be situated on three seas. Name the seas also. 

12. Name the Indian states which share borders with Pakistan. 

13. Name India’s neighboring countries in the north-west. 

14. Which neighboring country is situated in the south-west of India? 

15. Name India’s neighbors on the northern borders. 

16. Palk strait and Gulf of Mannar separate which two countries? 

17. In which year did Indira point submerge under water due to tsunami? 

18. In which island the active volcano is found? 

19. What is the time difference between the westernmost and the eastern most tips 

of India? 

20. Name the largest country in the world and also mention the India’s position. 

21. Name the two routs by which India is connected with Europe, North America 

and South America. 

22. Which countries makes the Indian subcontinent? 

 

3 MARK QUESTIONS: 

 

1. State the importance of standard meridian. 

2. Explain the significance of India’s eminent position in the Indian ocean. 

3. Describe the implications of India’s longitudinal extent. 

4. Name the major island groups lying in the Arabian sea. Explain any two major 

features of it. 



5. In what way the central location of India in Indian ocean has been to its 

advantage? 

6. What is meant by the Indian standard time? What is its importance? 

7. Why is the difference between the duration of day and night hardly felt in 

Kanyakumari but not so in Kashmir? 

8. Explain why Ahmedabad and Kolkata are able to see the noon sun exactly over 

head in a year but not Delhi? 

9. List six countries of the world bigger than India. Compare the size of India 

with these countries. 

10. With the reference to India name the following surrounding it- a) major island 

b) seas, ocean and bays. 

11. How does India occupy an important strategic position in south Asia? 

12. Why is India is called a subcontinent? 

 

 

5 MARK QUESTIONS: 

1. ‘India has a long coastline which is advantageous’ – explain. 

2. How is India’s geographical location favourable for international trade? 

3. How did India’s contact with the rest of the world contribute in the exchange of 

ideas and commodities? Explain. 

4. What was the contribution of land routes to India in ancient time? Explain. 

5. On the given political outline map of India. Locate and label the following with 

appropriate symbols. 

a) States having common boundaries with Myanmar 

b) The western most longitude of India 

c) Tropic of cancer 

d) Southernmost point of India 

e) Northern most point of  India 

f) Standard meridian 

 

 



 


